
THE 2016 CJP AUCTION has many outstanding 
items that will be of interest to the CJP members. Because of the 
support received from friends and partners, we are providing this 
guide well in advance so you can prepare to bid, both at the live 
auction, as well as items that are being offered in advance. 

Proceeds for the auction will be utilized to support activities and 
programs to meet the goals of the CJP Mission and Vision, 
including, but not limited to: 

• Charitable outreach, under the direction of the Board’s 
Charitable committee 

• CJP Bob Hoover Presidential Scholarship - Presented annually to    
    an Embry- Riddle Aeronautical University Student 
• Support for various Youth and Veterans initiatives 
• Other outreach, as determined, that will benefit aviation or the 
    public 
• Russ Meyer Citation Library - The library’s focus will 
    be on safety and the professional operation and maintenance of 
    Citation aircraft
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VALUE! ! $12,000.00
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COMPANION FLIGHT 
TRAINING AT YOUR HOME 
BASE

The Companion Flight Program is one of the most popular 
activities at the annual convention. But there are only 13 slots.  Not 
to worry, because now is your chance to get the organizer of this 
program, and one of the finest instructors available, Cyrus Sigari, to 
come to your home base for an engaging Two Day Companion 
Flight Experience.

There is a reason this personalized Companion Training Program 
gets rave reviews:  it is THE BEST!”

!

! ITEM NUMBER  1

 DONOR: 
 JETAVIVA
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VALUE! ! $25,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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LIVE AUCTION THURSDAY EVENING, 
OCTOBER 20 

Location: Alpine Air Ranch
Date: Available Now
Blackout Dates: Christmas and New Years

4 Bedrooms
2 Vehicles (2014 Avalanche & 2016 Ford F150)

Brent and Susan Evertsen, the real deal cowboy and cowgirl and 
local residents, will be available to help you with the house 
management firewood, cleaning, dutch oven cooking, home cooked 
wildlife or vegetaian meals and as guides to access the vast wonders 
of Wyoming.  

Below are just some of the Pre-Arranged “Experiences.”  Summer or 
Winter options:

*Flying lessons (1 hour in a 2015 Husky A-1C)
*Meals featuring Elk, Venison, Mountain Goat, Mountain Lion and 
Moose
*3 Bottles of “Refuge” Napa Valley claret wine
*Snake River Canyon river rafting (optional and seasonal)
*Mountain meadow hiking (road and mountain bikes provided)
*Archery and Skeet lessons with cross bows
*Gym access
*Snowmobile optional access to Jackson Hole Ski Resort and 
Targhee Ski Resort - 45 minutes by car
*BB gun lessons included
*Mini-motorcycle lesson included (with waiver please)

5 NIGHTS 
ACCOMMODATIONS AT 
THE REFUGE AIR RANCH 

!

! ITEM NUMBER  2

 DONOR: 
 STEVEN FUNK
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VALUE! ! $15,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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OCTOBER 20 

AIR-TO-AIR PHOTO 
FLIGHT IN YOUR 
CITATION

Do you have any pictures of you, in your jet, in the air?  You don’t??  
Well, now is the time to make that happen!  Internationally-
recognized aviation photographer Jessica Ambats will travel to your 
home base (or another mutually agreed upon scenic location), to 
photograph you and your jet in flight.  The winner will then be 
provided high-quality, high-resolution image files of this unique 
experience.

Dave Lenz Testimonial 

“I was fortunate to purchase Air-to-Air photography by Jessica 
Ambats at the CJP Convention auction two years ago. It was an 
experience that I will never forget. In fact, I liked Jessica’s work so 
much that I called her earlier this year to ask her to photograph 
another aircraft I purchased. Jessica is very meticulous about 
timing, lighting and striving to get the best photos possible which, 
in my case, meant getting started almost before sunrise. Her work 
is exceptional as you can see from the photos I’ve included. She is 
a pilot and a photographer, and I would not hesitate to recommend 
her to anyone interested in capturing a photo of their aircraft in 
motion.”

* Winner has until December 31, 2017 to complete the photo shoot

* Location must be in the Continental US

* A formation-qualified pilot that is acceptable to both the auction 
item winner and Jessica Ambats will occupy the right seat of the 
winner’s Citation-series aircraft for the photoshoot

* In the event the photo shoot is scheduled and subsequently 
cancelled (weather, maintenance, etc…), the 
winner has the option of rescheduling the 
photo shoot, however Jessica Ambats will 
not be liable for any costs associated with 
the cancellation.

!

! ITEM NUMBER  3

 DONOR: 
 JESSICA AMBATS
 PHOTOGRAPHY
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VALUE! ! $20,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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! ITEM NUMBER  4

 DONOR: 
 JESSICA AMBATS
 PHOTOGRAPHY
 PHOTO FLIGHT WITH 

SEAN D. TUCKER

The ULTIMATE air-to-air photo flight experience!!  Internationally-
recognized aviation photographer Jessica Ambats has coordinated 
with aerobatic legend Sean D. Tucker to provide just about the most 
unique photo session imaginable.  From her photo ship, Jessica will 
choreograph a flight that will capture you and your Citation, along 
with  Sean in formation over a stunning California backdrop.  And 
not to worry…  the only airplane that will be upside down in the 
formation will be Sean!  But that’s normal for him!!

Howard Tobin Testimonial
“At last year’s auction, when Gail started bidding on the Jessica Ambats photo 
shoot, I was getting a little apprehensive as the bidding went up and up!  We had 
long talked about having Jessica photograph our plane, but had never really 
gotten down to making a final decision.  Gail did finally win the bid, and yes, it 
was pretty high.

I now see it as one of the best bargains we could have gotten.  The whole 
experience was one that I still haven’t stopped talking about.  Of course the 
photos are superb and worth the price alone.  But that’s only a small part of it.  
The experience of working with Jessica, Sean D. Tucker and our Pro Pilot, 
Randy Howell was simply outstanding.

From the moment we met at Sean’s hanger, it was obvious that this was going to 
be a really first class experience.  Sean, Jessica and Randy make a great team 
and the whole flight was carefully choreographed

As we flew out over Monterey Bay, the first part of the flight was done with 
Sean, who only had limited fuel.  The second part allowed Jessica to take some 
fantastic pictures of our beloved old Stallion alone.

Randy did a fantastic job of precision flying and to be with him and watch him 
masterfully control a strange plane was an incredible experience it itself.  He 
even let me do a little of the formation flying which helped me to understand 
what great skill is required for what he does.  Randy is the founder of The 
Patriots Jet Team - a private Thunderbirds or Blue Angels, if you will.

This is one auction item you don’t want to pass up.  Take it from me, it is 
priceless!
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VALUE! ! $32,500.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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LIVE AUCTION THURSDAY EVENING, 
OCTOBER 20 

The next generation of high-speed in-flight Internet solution that 
offers affordable worldwide connectivity to general aviation aircraft.  
The new LGA is the world’s smallest footprint Inmarsat LGA 
antenna, enabling discreet installation even on smaller airframes. 
An integrated GPS simplifies installation by eliminating the need to 
interface with an onboard position source, and new, lighter 
components allow more flexibility on AeroWave’s location in the 
aircraft.

BendixKing by Honeywell brings you not only the technology that 
provides new possibilities but provides simple, easy to understand 
service plans based on hours of use, not how much data you use. 
Now pilots, passengers and business owners have the opportunity to 
stay connected during flight with the world below without worrying 
about costs.

Send and receive emails. Surf the web. Stay connected with your 
business while airborne. Check the weather, instant message, chat, 
and more, all while during flight without altitude restrictions.  A 
simplified monthly pricing structure means you avoid surprise 
billing charges.

BENDIXKING AEROWAVE 
100 + INSTALLATION 
ALLOWANCE ($7,500.00)

!

! ITEM NUMBER  5

 DONOR: 
 BENDIXKING BY HONEYWELL
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VALUE! ! $95,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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OCTOBER 20 

CITATION X+ “TOUR OF 
THE USA” EXPERIENCE

!

! ITEM NUMBER  6

 DONOR: 
 TEXTRON AVIATION
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Feel the speed as you have never felt it before… in the fastest 
certified civilian jet in the world.  This is your chance to “own” a 
Citation X for three days/two nights. Cessna will provide the 
highest bidder a Citation X, with crew, to take you anywhere in the 
continental US. It’s yours for three full days. Better yet, get together 
with three other couples so that up to eight of you can share the 
experience. Let the world’s fastest “magic carpet” take you on a trip 
of a lifetime...creating memories that you cannot buy. 

This is the fourth year that Cessna has offered the Citation X 
Experience and it is back by popular demand. Get creative and 
think of places you would like to go with friends and family.  Or 
consider using it as a great way to thank business associates and 
customers in a way they will never forget.  

Because travelling at .935 Mach is… well… pretty unique.



VALUE! ! $97,500.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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LIVE AUCTION THURSDAY EVENING, 
OCTOBER 20 

CESSNA CITATION 
EXTERIOR PAINT JOB

Show off your jet with a new paint job and modern, stylish graphics.

You will work alongside an exterior graphic expert from at Textron 
Aviation to design a new paint scheme that will be the envy of your 
airport. Not to mention, give your jet the ramp presence it deserves 
while adding to the resale value. 

The winner will receive a standard “strip and finish,” with three 
stripes of any color.  Additional customization and work can be 
done at an additional charge.”

!

! ITEM NUMBER  7

 DONOR: 
 TEXTRON AVIATION
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VALUE! ! $125,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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LIVE AUCTION THURSDAY EVENING, 
OCTOBER 20 

CESSNA CITATION 
COMPLETE INTERIOR 
REFURBISH

Remember that "new airplane smell?  Well, you can have it back.  
There is no better cost effective way to update your Citation than 
giving it the interior that YOU want in it.  Now is an opportunity to 
make each trip an even better experience with a fresh makeover 
from Cessna.  Tip to tail, bottom to top, everything but wood and 
metal.  It is an auction item you will relish every time you step into 
your jet.

!

! ITEM NUMBER  8

 DONOR: 
 TEXTRON AVIATION
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ROCKWELL COLLINS - 
CJ3 FUSION SHIPSET + 2 
YEARS CASP COVERAGE 
& 1 YEAR FREE FMS 
DATABASE

The Pro Line Fusion upgrade for the CJ3 provides turn-key compliance with airspace modernization deadlines and 
transforms the flying experience with widescreen displays, high-resolution synthetic vision and touchscreen navigation.

Pro Line Fusion for the CJ3 replaces the factory-installed portrait displays with three larger 14.1-inch landscape 
touchscreen flight displays. The upgrade brings turn-key compliance with ADS-B and WAAS LPV, plus pilots will enjoy 
extensive situational awareness with synthetic vision and high resolution topographical maps. The system includes 
intuitive, touch-interactive maps, and easy-to-use icons, giving the pilot the ability to control items on the screen through 
touch. It also eliminates the need for Flight Management System (FMS) control display units originally installed in the 
pedestal.

This item provides the bidder with all of the Rockwell Collins avionics hardware and software required for 
the upgrade.  In addition to the standard 2 year warranty on the new equipment this package has 2 full years 
of CASP for retained equipment and 1 year of navigation database subscription.  Please schedule and 
purchase installation separately through an approved partner.

VALUE! ! $225,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM

CJP CONVENTION OCTOBER 19 - 23
 
LIVE AUCTION THURSDAY EVENING, 
OCTOBER 20 
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! ITEM NUMBER  9

 DONOR: 
 ROCKWELL COLLINS
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TAMARACK AEROSPACE 
ACTIVE WINGLETS & 
INSTALLATION

!

! ITEM NUMBER  10

 DONOR: 
 TAMARACK AEROSPACE
 

Fly Farther - Stop less - Save More

Tamarack’s Active Winglets!

The revolutionary Active Winglet system by Tamarack Aerospace. 
This technology will change the way you plan your missions. Enjoy 
significant improvements in fuel efficiency & range, climb
performance, WAT table increases and rock solid stability.
 
The ATLAS™ winglet system by Tamarack gives you all of that.  
Tamarack’s patented Active Winglets deliver substantial fuel savings 
(25%+ on a straight CJ) while also improving 1st and 2nd segment 
climb performance. Climb to altitude in ~ 30 minutes. Realize a 
400 lb MZFW increase. Claim additional range, smother ride, better 
high/hot performance, lower operating costs AND 100% ROI on 
the cost of the winglets when you sell your CJ.*
 
Tamarack’s Active Winglets deliver substantial performance, 
economic and safety benefits on  every single flight for the life of the 
aircraft.

*Recently announced by Vref - the online aircraft value reference

VALUE! ! $250,000.00

LIVE AUCTION ITEM
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OCTOBER 20 12


